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Abstract 

The approach based on mixed application of calculational and experimental methods is as-
sumed for the analysis of WWER FA strength and stability under vibration loads typical as for reac-
tor normal operating conditions so seismic effects. Experimental modal analysis is usually provided 
in air at 20 °С, the results are FA modal characteristics: frequencies, shapes, vibration damping fac-
tor, transfer functions. Since FA is a nonlinear structure, modal analysis is provided at various lev-
els of vibration excitation. The results of experimental modal analysis are initial data for FA calcu-
lational modal model, which are used for the analysis of FA vibration strength and stability during 
the whole service life in the reactor. 

The results of experimental examination and numerical modeling of WWER-440, WWER-
1000, and WWER-1500 FA dynamic characteristics and the analysis of design and operational fac-
tors influence on FA dynamic characteristics are presented in the report. This work was organized 
JSC TVEL. 

1. Introduction 

Vibration effects on FA supports (vibration kinematic excitation) and FA components: SG fuel 
rods (vibration force excitation) were simulated during the experimental tests provided. Kinematic 
excitation of FA vibration results from FA supports vibration in the reactor, including seismic 
loads, force impact is transferred to FA from the coolant. Distributed hydrodynamic loads onto FA 
and fuel rods were replaced by concentrated forces during experimental simulation of vibration ex-
citation force mechanism. 

Calculation analysis of natural frequencies and vibration modes of separate components and FA 
as a whole is provided using modern numerical methods - finite element method, super cell method. 
Development and application of numerical methods for proper value analysis allows to provide 
evaluation of structure proper parameters at the design stage already, when the actual prototype of 
the design, which can be experimentally tested, does not exist yet. Besides using of numerical 
methods can require modeling of such operational parameter combination which can not be realized 
on test rigs. Detailed design features simulation of FA comprising some hundreds of fuel rods, guid-
ing channels, spacing grids etc. is necessary for correct results, that requires generation of finite-
element models including hundred thousand cells and degrees of freedom. It is known that solution 
of proper value problems demands an order higher expenses of computer power in comparison with 
static calculations. Rather high requirements to computer algorithm efficiency are imposed taking 
into account complexity of the object under examination. 

 
2. Methods of experimental modal analysis  
 
Experimental study was provided at 20 °С in air in the vibration test rig (Figure 1).  
The test rig allows to provide vibration and seismic tests of FA full-scale dummies within the 

range of frequencies up to 3 kHz with buoyancy force to 9,81 kN in transverse and longitudinal di-
rection. Longitudinal compression of dummies in the tests is respective to nominal compression un-
der FA working temperature in the reactor. 



 

 

The diagram of tests for longitudinal vibration 
 

The diagram of tests for transverse vibration 

1 – suspender 
2 – shaker 
3 – upper plate 
4 - strainer     
5 – FA dummy 
6 – accelerometer      
7 – metal structure     
8 - shaker 
9 - lower plate 
10 – shaker 
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2 – upper plate 
3 - strainer     
4 – FA dummy 
5 – accelerometer     
6 – metal structure     
7 - lower plate 
8 – shaker 

 

Fig. 1 



Vibration of the FA is provided with impact hammer or electrodynamic shakers. The first way 
of vibration excitation is used for express-analysis of structures or in the case when loading using 
shakers is not allowed for the item. The second way (using shakers) allows more precisely to assign 
and control external effects, to determine higher quantity of modes and is applied for detailed analy-
sis of structure vibrations. Vibration load can be applied in the course of tests as directly to a 
dummy (simulation of vibration hydrodynamic excitation force loading) so to dummy supports 
(simulation of vibration transfer from reactor internals and seismic effect - kinematic loading). Vi-
bration impact under force loading is measured using piezoelectric dynamometers, under kinematic 
excitation - using accelerometers on FA supports, vibration response is measured using accelerome-
ters in FA components: SG, cap, fuel rods, etc. Modal analysis of FA dummies is provided using 
Brüel&Kjær and LMS International vibration test and analysis systems.  

Experimental modal analysis of five FA full-scale dummies for reactors WWER-1000, 
WWER-1500 and WWER-440 has been provided to the present time. 

 
3. Experimental modal analysis results 

Maxims of FA frequency response function are available as in torsion and bending vibration 
natural frequencies of FA as solid structure (i.e. appear in vibration spectra of all FA components) 
so in natural frequencies of FA separate components. 

Vibration natural frequencies of dummies as solid structures shown in Table 1 are mainly de-
termined by dummy mass and rigidity under bending and torsion.  

Rigidities shall be taken at low deflections (several tenth of millimeter) and torsion angles (sev-
eral tenth of degree). 

 
Table 1 –WWER FA natural frequencies 

Frequency, Hz 

Vibration mode WWER-
1000 AFA 

WWER-
1000  

TVS-2M  

WWER-1500 
FA (start of 
operation) 

WWER-1500 FA 
(end of opera-

tion) 

WWER-440 
RK-3 

1-st bending 4,7 5 4 2 6,9 
1-st torsion 6,8 8 5,75 4,5 11,5 

2-nd bending 10,5 10,5 8,5 6 16,7 
2-nd torsion 16,2 16 13 9 30,4 
3-d bending 17,7 16,5 14,25 10 24,7 
3-d torsion - 24 20,75 13 45 

4-th bending 25,3 23 20 - 36 
5-th bending 34 28,5 26 - - 
6-th bending - 35,5 32 - - 

 
Close vibration natural frequencies of WWER-1000 FA two dummies: AFA and TVS-2M are 

explained by similar masses and rigidities of the dummies with insignificant displacements and tor-
sion angles, though TVS-2M dummy rigidity with deflections of order 10 mm is approximately 1,5  
higher than for AFA. Clearances in the units “fuel rod – SG cell” result in decrease of bending ri-
gidity and consequently in displacement of dummy natural frequencies to low-frequency area, that 
follows from the comparison of natural frequencies of two WWER-1500 FA dummies, which are 
different in the type of fuel rod seat in SG - with tightness for simulation of FA condition in the be-
ginning of fuel life and with clearance for “burnt up” FA simulation.  

Comparison of natural frequencies of WWER-1500 FA dummy with the prototype  
WWER-1000 TVS–2M dummy proves that WWER-1500 FA fuel stack increased mass with ap-
proximately similar bending rigidity is the cause of lower natural frequencies.  

Vibration natural frequencies of the dummy of the third generation operating fuel assembly 
(RK-3) for WWER-440 reactor are higher than for other tested dummies, that is explained by RK-3 
lower mass and rather higher bending rigidity. 



Damping factors of FA dummy modes in air are within 1-7 % of critical damping. Mode shapes 
of FA as solid structure are shown in Figure 2 for WWER-1500 FA as an example. 

     
1-st bending 1-st torsion 2-nd bending 2-nd torsion 3-rd bending 

Fig. 2 WWER-1500 FA mode shapes 
Vibration amplitude influence on FA modal characteristics was tested under kinematic loading 

of dummy supports with sine-wave vibration load at variation of dummy support acceleration am-
plitude within the ranges 0,1-5 m/s2. Test results (Figures 3-5) have shown that dummy vibration 
resonant frequencies are displaced into low-frequency area at the increase of applied load amplitude 
and the transfer function amplitude under resonance conditions equal to response-impact amplitude 
ratio is decreased. Resonance frequency displacement to low-frequency area is practically stopped 
in some cases after reaching support acceleration amplitudes 1-3 m/s2, and increase of transfer func-
tion module begins at resonance.  

Fig. 3 Transfer function under support vibration excitation. 
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The phenomenon specified can be explained as follows. Relative displacement of FA compo-
nents is not available under low vibration amplitudes, i.e. FA is characterized as solid. The proc-
esses of FA component slipping in friction units (for example, slipping of fuel rods when turning in 
SG cells, motion of fuel pellets) are initiated with increase of vibration amplitude whereas the num-
ber of units where slipping is available is increased when support vibration amplitude is higher. 

Equation of forced vibrations with viscous strength /1/ is proper for description of FA dummy 
vibrations with support acceleration amplitudes approximately to 1 m/s2:  
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Fig. 4 Transfer functions of TVS-2M dummy 
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Fig. 5  Transfer functions of WWER-1500 TVS dummy (3-d mode) 
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 (where х – displacement; n - inelastic strength factor; ω0 - natural frequency, F0 – constraining 
force amplitude; ω - constraining force frequency, m – mass), in which inelastic strength factor n is 
increased when vibration amplitude is higher. Vibration amplitude of equation (1) is: 
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Formula (2) proves that system vibration maximum amplitude becomes lower with increase of 
factor n, and constraining force frequency ω, which gives maximum amplitude, is displaced into 
low-frequency area.  

Number of units with slipping and thus their total friction force is close to maximum value with 
support acceleration amplitudes above 1-3 m/s2.  

Thus, resonance frequency remains practically invariable and the ratio of response-impact am-
plitudes is higher with increase of impact amplitude. Such behavior is characteristic for the systems 
with coulomb model of friction, which vibrations are described by the equation: 
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Coulomb model vibration amplitude is: 
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Besides the modes characteristic for all FA components (vibrations of solid FA), modes typical 
for separate components, fuel rods in particular are available in dummy vibrations. Fuel rod vibra-
tion tests were provided both in FA full-scale models so in a single fuel rod simulator.  

Vibration frequencies of next spans and solid FA are seen in vibration spectra of FA fuel rods 
in each span between SGs besides natural frequencies of the span. Main parameters determining 
fuel rod vibration frequencies are length, span mass and boundary conditions of fuel rod fastening 
in SG. Fuel rod highest natural frequency (above 1,6 kHz) is observed in the span of length 115 mm 
between lower grid and antivibration SG1 that testifies of antivibration grid efficiency. Natural fre-
quency of fuel rods in spans of length 255 mm is 170-200 Hz, in spans of length 340 mm – 83-
150 Hz. Natural frequencies in upper spans with fuel rods of lower linear mass because of non-
availability of fuel pellets is approximately twice higher, than in spans of the same length, but with 
fuel pellets available. Natural frequencies of fuel rods in span of length 340 mm are lower by 20-
29 % if clearances in units «fuel rod-SG» are available. 

Span length influence on fuel rod vibration frequencies was examined in more details in the 
model comprising fuel rod taken from FA, lower supporting grid segment and 12-15 SG seven-cell 
segments. Different versions of SG arrangements were varied during the tests and their influence on 
fuel rod vibration frequencies were studied. Test resulted in obtaining the same laws as in the tests 
of FA full-scale model (Table 5). Fuel rod natural frequencies in spans of length 510 mm which 
were not available in FA dummies are within the range 48,5-66 Hz, i.e. approximately factor 3  
lower than in span of 255 mm. Natural frequencies of the fuel rod in span 510 mm are lowered by 
2-19 % when clearances between fuel rod and SG cell are available. 

Natural frequencies of other FA components - lower supporting grid of WWER-1000 AFA, an-
gle pieces of WWER-440 FA dummy RK-3 were determined besides fuel rods. Natural frequencies 
of AFA lower supporting grid are within the range 300-330 Hz and are highly damped. Natural fre-
quencies and vibration modes of angle pieces RK-3 in the spans between SG are shown in Figure 6.  

 



     
 а) Frequency 135 Hz б) Frequency 283 Hz 

Fig. 6 Natural frequencies and vibration modes of two–span angle piece segment 
 

4. Numeric analysis of FA dynamics 

The procedure of natural frequencies and vibration mode determination for axially symmetric 
and three-dimensional structures is based on finite element method ratios. The basic motion equa-
tion of finite element in the matrix form is /2/: 
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T

v
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e ⋅= ∫ ][  - finite element damping matrix, 

ek  - finite element rigidity matrix,  - finite element node force vector, , , - vectors 
of node displacements, velocities, finite element accelerations, - finite element mode functions, 
ρ - density. Integration is provided over finite element volume. 
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The set of linear algebraic motion equations respectively to vector of node displacements 
of the whole finite-element model /2/ is obtained from total contributions of each finite element:  

 QKqqCqM =++ &&& , (6) 
where , q , q - vectors of node displacements, velocities and accelerations of finite element 

model.  
q & &&

The procedure of Gauss numerical integration is used for obtaining of mass matrix and finite 
element damping similarly to the procedure of FEM rigidity matrix calculation. Mass matrix is re-
duced in the present paper to a diagonal kind - matrix of concentrated masses, which is good for 
representation of examined system behaviour with rather fine nodalization of problem data domain 
to finite elements. Use of concentrated mass matrix gives essential computing advantages for plot-
ting of calculation algorithm of natural frequencies and vibration modes. 

 
 
Matrix equation for determination of finite-element model natural frequencies when damping is 

not available is /2/: 
 ( ) 02 =− qMK ω ,  (7) 
which nonzero solution exists only if system determinant is equal to zero 02 =− MK ω . 



If to specify this relation in the developed view, N-order characteristic polynomial can be ob-
tained by ω, with N roots, where N - number of finite-element model freedom degrees. Characteris-
tic multimember roots ω1, ω2, ω3,… ωN  are system frequency proper values and the vectors of 
node displacements respective to each frequency are system natural vibration modes. Natural fre-
quencies are positive real numbers when displacements and turns of finite-element model as rigid 
solid structure are not available. 

Special algorithms of proper value problem solutions have been developed at present. All these 
methods are reduced to standard problem solution:  

 ( ) 0=− YIA λ , (8) 
where А – square symmetric matrix, I – unitary matrix of order N. 
If mass matrix is diagonal, reduction of equation (7) to a standard view (8) is provided by sim-

ple transformation: 
 2/12/1 −= KMMA ; ; 2ωλ = YMq 2/1−=  (9) 
М1/2 is a diagonal matrix which coefficients are obtained by square-rooting from respective di-

agonal coefficients of concentrated mass initial matrix М. 
Various approaches were analyzed for the method of standard problem solution with proper 

values calculation. Updating of iterative power method – the method of scalar products, which pro-
vides the following sequence of operations /3/ is chosen as base algorithm: 

1. Arbitrary N-measuring input nonzero vector Y(0), small value ε>0 which determines permis-
sible absolute error of required proper value λ1 are introduced. Value λ(0) assigned at the first itera-
tion for comparison is assumed equal to zero and iteration counter k=1.  

2. Scalar product ( ))0()0()0( ,YYS = , )0()0( SY =  and vector )0()0()0( / YYX =  are calculated. 

3. )1()( −= kk AXY  is calculated (normalized vector iteration). 
4. Scalar products: ( ))()()( , kkk YYS = ,  ( ))1()()( , −= kkk XYT  are calculated,  

)()( kk SY = , )()()( / kkk YYX =  (approximation to the normalized proper vector), 

( approximation to proper value λ)()()( / kkk TS=λ 1). 
5. If ελλ >− − )1()( kk , iteration number shall be increased by unit, then return to step 3, other-

wise finish operation, considering , . )(
1

kλλ ≈ )(
1

kXX ≈
The algorithm specified allows to find maximum proper number of the matrix and respective 

proper vector rather quickly and with high accuracy. 
If the first proper pair is already determined and the first proper vector is already normalized, 

i.e. ( ))1()1(
1 , XXX = , than arbitrary nonzero vector Z(0) is taken for determination of the next 

proper value and the vector is formed: 
 
 ( ) )1()1()0()0()0( , XXZZY −= ,  (10) 
which projection to the first basic vector is equal to 0. 
Applying the algorithm of scalar products method for obtained vector Y (0), we find the fol-

lowing proper number λ2 and proper vector X2. 
Then new input vector Y(0) orthogonal to the first two basic vectors is introduced using trans-

formation (10). For this purpose the new input vector is selected Z(0) and the vector is calculated 
( ) ( ) )2()2()0()1()1()0()0()0( ,, XXZXXZZY −−= . 

The algorithm described is applied in sequence to obtain required number of proper pairs start-
ing from matrix maximum proper value. This is the disadvantage of the approach suggested because 
matrix minimum proper values are required in practice, as a rule, and sequential calculation of total 
spectrum of proper values is required to obtain them in this case. It is practically impossible for ex-
tensive finite-element models comprising dozens and hundred thousand degrees of freedom. 

This problem can be solved by applying specified power method to inverse matrix A-1. Inverse 
matrix property is that input matrix А has proper pairs {λ1, X1},  {λ2, X2}, ……..{λn, Xn}, then ma-
trix А-1proper pairs are: {1/λ1, X1},  {1/λ2, X2}, ……..{1/λn, Xn}. Taking into account, that power 



algorithm allows to obtain a sequence of matrix А-1 proper values starting from maximum in the 
descending order, then calculating inverse values we can obtain a sequence of initial matrix A 
proper values starting from minimum in the ascending order. 

Such updating of the algorithm is reduced to solution at the third step of the equation: 
 )1()( −= kk YAY .  (11) 
The algorithm specified is called the method of inverse iterations /3/. Since the same matrix of 

coefficients A is used in each next proper value iteration, rather labour-consuming operation of its 
conversion is provided once for calculation of proper value total spectrum. As it was mentioned 
above, FA considered in the presented paper include high number of interacting components that 
results in the necessity of extensive finite-element models with hundred thousand degrees of free-
dom. Rigidity matrixes of such models have sparse structure, i.e. the number of nonzero elements in 
the matrix before decomposition is below 1 % of elements total number in a square matrix. Use of 
iteration methods with preliminary stipulation due to input matrix incomplete decomposition by 
Kholessky method is rather efficient for solution of linear algebraic equation similar sets. The algo-
rithm specified is realized using code package UZOR 1.0 developed in RRC KI. 

The results of numerical analysis of fuel assemblies TVS-2M and TVS-1500 natural frequen-
cies and mode shapes are specified below as an example.  

4.1 TVS-2M analysis results. 
Rod finite-element model of fuel assembly TVS-2M with 12 spacing grids and additional an-

tivibration SG in the vicinity of lower grid is shown in Figure 7. The model comprises rod square 
finite elements, which parameters of bending and torsion rigidities, spatial parameters of cross-
sections and weight characteristics and also tension elasticity modulus were assigned according to 
fuel assembly component design features. Material individual number which defines appropriate 
stiffness characteristics are given to each rod element. Such approach allows to consider all main 
features of fuel assembly straining and interaction of its structural components: 312 tubes of fuel 
rods (material No 2), 12 SG of lower grid (material No 5), fixing fuel rods, 18 guiding channels and 
central tube (material No 9), and also 6 perforated plates (material No 3), welded to the lower grid. 
Rigidity characteristics of fuel rod tubes, guiding channels, SG hoop, spring unit can be assigned 
proceeding from structural material cross-section spatial dimensions and elastic properties.  
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 Fig. 7 TVS-2M rod model. 
 

1. Upper cap and spring unit 
2. Guiding channels projecture 

3. Spacing grid rod model 
4. Guiding channels 

5. Rod model of lower grid and perforated plates 
 

 
Some natural vibration modes of TVS-2M obtained using calculation procedure above for natu-

ral frequencies and vibration modes and finite-element model of TVS-2M are shown in Figure 8.  
It should be emphasized that numerical simulation was provided prior to the experiments and 

allowed, in particular, to reveal availability of FA torsion vibration modes not examined previously 
and to recommend installation of additional accelerometers on experimental test rigs to detect this 
vibration modes. The data specified show quite satisfactory agreement of calculated analysis and 
experiment results, that proves serviceability of the developed calculated methods and software (PC 
UZOR 1.0). 
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Fig. 8 TVS-2 mode shapes obtained as a result of numerical simulation: a – 1-st bending,  
b – 2-nd bending, c- 4-th bending, d – 3-d torsion. 

 
FA vibration natural frequencies obtained numerically and experimentally are given in Table 2. 
Table 2 –WWER-1000 TVS-2M dummy natural frequencies. 

Frequency, Hz 
Vibration mode 

Numerical solution Experiment 
1-st bending 4,5 5 
1-st torsion 8,2 8 

2-nd bending 9,9 10,5 
2-nd torsion 15,9 16 
3-d bending 15,7 16,5 
3-d torsion 23,2 24 

4-th bending 22,1 23 
5-th bending 29,2 28,5 
4-th torsion 30,1 32 
6-th bending 36,8 35,5 

 



Conclusion 
 

1. Experimental and calculational modal analysis of five FA dummies of WWER-440,  
WWER-1000 and WWER-1500 reactors has been provided.  

2. Modes typical for solid FA and also FA individual components (fuel rods, lower supporting 
grid) are observed in FA dummy natural vibrations.  

3. Bending and torsion modes are available in solid FA vibrations. 1-st frequency of dummy 
bending vibrations is from 2 Hz for WWER-1500 FA simulating “burnt up” condition to 6,9 Hz for 
WWER-440 RK-3 dummy. 1-st frequency of torsion vibrations is within the ranges 4,5-16,8 Hz.  

4. FA frequencies and amplitudes under resonances depend on support vibration amplitudes at 
kinematical excitation. Resonance amplitudes and frequencies are at first decreased with support 
vibration amplitude increase and then resonance amplitudes are increased under steady frequency.  

5. Frequencies of fuel rod natural vibrations in the spans between SGs are determined mainly 
by span length and mass. Introduction of antivibration grid increases fuel rod natural frequency in 
the lower span to the values above 1,6 kHz. Gaps between SG fuel rods and cells result in fuel rod 
natural frequency decrease to 20-30 %. 

6. Dynamic analysis for FA of various designs with spatial rod models is provided by finite 
element method using code UZOR developed in RRC "Kurchatov institute". Good agreement of 
calculated and experimental data has been obtained. 
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